SBS Golden Jubilee 1967 – 2016 / 2017
Inauguration IHC New Delhi Saturday 16 July 2016

Delhi LG Najeeb Jung IAS Retd
BA His Hons 1971 St Stephen’s

Chairman Governing Body Abhishek Gupta MBA IIM

Dr Anil Sardana, Harinderjit Singh, Principal Pramod Khurana,
Delhi LG Najeeb Jung, Pro VC Professor Jitendra Paul Khurana,
Chairman Gov Body Abhishek Gupta and Anil Kumar Sec SBS Staff Council

Founder 1967 – 1982 Principal Dr M P Thakore
MESSAGE

“... our High Noon is in the future!”

JFK USA 1960

**1967** is the BirthYear of Boeing 737-100, Marquez’s Spanish masterpiece *Solitude*, the astrophysics’ term *Black Hole* by Professor John H Wheeler, The Beatles’ *Sergeant Pepper* (gold on Day One !) and the immortal “To Sir With Love”.

**1967** is also the BirthYear of Govt Coeducational College Govindpuri, one of 5 established by DU alumnus – Lecturer – CabMin – Delhi’s CE C (today’s CM) Vijay K Malhotra.

From the underwhelming experience that was Govindpuri 1967 to the excited, energetic, enriching college that is Shaheed Bhagat Singh College in GoldenYear 2016 – 2017 has been a terrific, often tentative, sometimes traumatic ’n tortuous, ultimately triumphal journey.

While acknowledging the pioneering, pathfinding ways of Founder Chairman K Narendra, Principals Dr M P Thakore and Dr Nafis Ahmed Siddiqui, The 1967 Teacher – Student – Staff Originals – *for theirs is the rich legacy* – we convey our joyful greetings to and loving Blessings upon Principal Pramod Khurana, our beloved *Basicolans* (alumni), Convener Dr Anil Sardana and the Golden Jubilee Team, Members of The Staff Council and of The Admin Staff and above all, our vibrant, precious students!

We are certain the Chairman and Members of the Governing Body provide selfless, dedicated, and enlightened guidance and support to the College staffs to deliver Education in puissant, prismatic hues.

May God’s abundant Blessings be upon All as we reach towards the SBS High Noon!!

Professor Sydney R Rebeiro
Adviser / Dean Alumni Affairs
University of Delhi
Tel: 91 11 27666665 R: 26953434

The First “Dean Culture” 1985 – 1992

SBS since 1967        DU since 1961

...printed in College 50 Souvenir 16.07.2016
Felicitation of “The Great Golden Professors”
The 1967 Originals


Dr Gurdarshan Singh SBS 1967
Dr Parkash Chander SBS 1967
R Dr Shree Ram SBS 1967
Centre Professor Harish C Joshi SBS 1967
SBS Principals

Founder Principal  Dr M P Thakore  1967 – 1982

Principal  Dr N A Siddiqui  1982 – 2000

Professor  RR Chowdhury
Principal  2000 – 2001

Principal  Dr Gulshan Kapoor

Principal  Dr B C Sehgal  2011 - 2013
High Achiever Basicolans (alumni) ... and a Golden staffer!

Centre Basicolan Deepak Kapoor SBS 1976
Chairman, PwC India

Centre Basicolan Surinder Kumar Gupta SBS 1976
Gold Souk International Ltd

Basicolan G Gehani SBS 1974
Company Secretary
The First President SBS Alumni Association

Rpeon Kishan Bahadur SBS 1974
Snapshots of Jubilee fellowship

When two friends meet
LG Najeeb Jung and Professor Sydney Rebeiro

Dr N A Siddiqui, G Gehani, Governor Najeeb Jung, Dr Jagdish Mukhi and Professor Gurdarshan Singh

Dr Anil Sardana and Sidharth Mishra senior journalist and 2 – term Chairman College Governing Body

DSW Professor J M Khurana longterm Dean and also Chairman GB Professor S K Vij, Sidharth Mishra and G Gehani The first President SBS Alumni Association
Governor Najeeb Jung
and Basicolan Dr Anil Sardana
Convener SBS Golden Jubilee 2016 -2017

L Harinderjit Singh and R Pankaj Rakesh

Brothers in Arms!
Principal Dr N A Siddiqui 1982 – 2000 and Sydney R Rebeiro

Abhishek Gupta and Dr Kulanand Sharma
Harinderjit Singh and Professor Kamlesh Kumari

Sydney R Rebeiro and Professor O M Agarwal

Basicolan Dr Poonam Sharma Staff Adviser Alumni Association

Professor J P Khurana and Professor Shyam Sunder
Row 1: R – L  Gurdarshan Singh and Dr Shree Ram
       L  R R Choudhry
Row 2:  Sulochana (SBS Library)

Row 1: L – R  DSW J M Khurana, S K Vij, Sidharth Mishra, Dr Jagdish Mukhi, G Gehani and Sydney R Rebeiro
Row 2: R – L 3 / 4  Professors Ashok Chadha and R S Agarwal
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